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 Use of restraints 
 Occupant characteristics 
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 Rollover 



 Rollover 
 Broad range of injury 
 Very high incidence of head and neck injury 
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 Initial mental status/vital signs 
 AVPU 
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 Scene info 
 Mechanism 
 Approx speed/delta V 
 Amount of vehicle damage and location 
 Position of occupant(s) 
 Cell phone picture 
 Additional info – fire, electrical, etc 
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 33 y.o. female belted front seat passenger 
 Reportedly traveling at approx 80mph on city street 
 Struck light pole? 
 Unbelted driver dead at scene – near decapitation 
 Pt conversant at scene and en route 



 Called for level one activation with response time of 
approx 5 minutes.  

 Pt was passenger in vehicle that was traveling at 
high speeds and lost control. Reported fatality in 
same vehicle (driver). She arrives with initial SBP in 
80's, resuscitation instituted and ongoing at this time 
with apparent response. SBP now in the upper 90's.  

 Pt with tender abdomen and seat belt sign across 
lower abdomen.  





 Continued to respond to resuscitation 
 Responding appropriately to questioning. 
 Plan to CT scanner… 
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 Pt taken to OR for exploratory laparotomy 
 Found to have significant ongoing hemorrhage 

 Proximal branch off SMA 
 Near arrest on table 

 Multiple small bowel transections, sigmoid and cecal 
injury 

 Damage control  
 Multiple trips to OR 
 Discharge to rehab facility after 30 days 



 Scene info exceedingly important 
 Estimated speed/delta V 
 Mechanism-head on, rollover, T-bone, etc 
 Description of scene 
 Description of occupants on first responder arrival 
 Extrication time 
 Vital signs at scene and en route 

 Seatbelts save lives 




